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ABSTRACT

Nonsmooth analysis of a broad class of functions taking the form F (x) = mini fi(x),
where each fi is a convex function. One element of this class of functions is the distance

function, which measures the distance between a point and the nearest point on the
nearest obstacle. Many motion planning algorithms are based on the distance function,

and thus rigorous analysis of the distance function can provide a better understand-
ing of how to implement traditional motion planning algorithms. Finally, this paper
enumerates some useful results in convex analysis.
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1. Introduction

Robotic motion planning determines a path between two points qstart and qgoal,

while avoiding obstacles fCi : i = 1; : : : ; ng. This one-dimensional path may exist

in the robot's work space or in the robot's con�guration space, the set of all robot
locations and postures in a particular work space. Let W denote the robot's work

space or con�guration space. In actuality, the path exists in the free space, FS =

Wn
Sn

i=1Ci.

There is a vast literature on complete motion planning algorithms for when

full knowledge of the world is available to the robot 2. Two classes of such algo-

rithms are potential �eld approaches and roadmap methods 2. In the potential �eld

approach 2;10, the robot is modeled as a particle acting under the inuence of a po-

tential function U : FS ! R that encodes information about the environment such

as the goal and obstacle location. Motion planning is e�ected by gradient descent

of U . In order to determine the gradient, these methods assume that U is smooth,

but nonsmooth potential functions are often considered.

A roadmap 1;2;3 is a collection of one-dimensional curves that capture the im-

portant topological and geometric properties of a robot's environment, i.e.,

De�nition 1 (Roadmap) A roadmap R is the union of one-dimensional curves

such that for all qstart and qgoal in FS, there exists a path between qstart and qgoal

if and only if

1. there exists a path from qstart 2 FS to some q0start 2 R (accessibility),
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2. there exists a path from qgoal 2 FS to some q0goal 2 R (departability), and

3. there exists a path in R between q0start and q0goal (connectivity).

Using a roadmap, a planner can construct a path between any two points in a

connected component of the robot's free space by �rst �nding a collision free path

onto the roadmap (accessibility), traversing the roadmap to the vicinity of the goal

(connectivity), and then constructing a collision free path from a point on the

roadmap to the goal (departability).

Like potential functions, many roadmaps (Section 2) exploit the di�erential

properties of functions that are not necessarily guaranteed to be smooth. One such

function is the distance function, de�ned in Section 3, that measures the distance
between a point and its closest obstacle.

In Section 3, it is shown that the distance function is indeed nonsmooth and thus

does not posses a conventional gradient. Based on previous results in nonsmooth

analysis, summarized in Section 4, Section 5 derives the calculus to di�erentiate

a class of nonsmooth functions of which the distance function is a member. This

calculus is then applied in Section 6 to the roadmaps �rst introduced in Section 2.

It is worth noting that the derivations in Section 5 require some new results in

convex analysis, described in the Appendix.

2. Motion Planning Motivation

Motion planning using potential �elds and roadmapmethods provided the initial

motivation for this work. This section briey describes two roadmaps, the oppor-

tunistic path planner (OPP) and the generalized Voronoi graph (GVG). The OPP

is de�ned in terms of a nonsmooth function. The GVG is de�ned in terms of a

smooth function, but its accessibility criterion uses the same nonsmooth function
which de�nes the OPP. Finally, using nonsmooth analysis, we show how the proce-

dure to generate the GVG can be applied to the OPP; this enables curve tracing of

nonsmooth extrema.

2.1. Opportunistic Path Planner

The Opportunistic Path Planner (OPP) 4 is a roadmap method which traces

local maxima of a nonsmooth potential function, restricted to a slice, as the slice

sweeps through the workspace or a parameterization of the con�guration space. A

slice in this context is co-dimension one hyperplane and the slice direction is the

vector orthogonal to the hyperplane. Note, the slice direction is �xed. Canny and

Lin suggest that a distance function evaluated on the slice be used as the potential

function. Local maxima on the slice of the distance function are points on the OPP

roadmap. The traces of the local maxima as the slice is swept through the work

space or con�guration space, are termed freeways.
First, a �xed slice direction is chosen. The algorithm initially traces a path from

the start to the freeway by performing gradient ascent on the distance function

in the slice that contains the start. Likewise, a path is traced from the goal to
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Figure 1: Schematic of the OPP planning scheme.

the freeway via slice-constrained gradient ascent. These two actions correspond to

accessibility and departability, as described above.

From the point where the robot accessed the OPP, the algorithm sweeps a slice
through W tracing local maxima of D constrained to the slice, i.e., the algorithm

constructs a freeway. If the start and goal freeways are connected, then the algo-

rithm terminates. In general, the set of freeways will not be connected, and paths

between neighboring freeways must be found. The OPP freeways are connected via

bridge curves. The bridge curves are constructed in the vicinity of interesting crit-

ical points. Interesting critical points occur when channels (Figure 1) join or split.

This procedure is repeated until the start and goal freeway curves are connected, or

all interesting critical points have been explored in which case there does not exist

a path between the start and the goal. The union of bridge and freeway curves,

sometimes termed a skeleton, forms the one-dimensional roadmap.

As will be shown in Section 3, the distance function is nonsmooth, so conven-

tional calculus cannot determine local maxima of the distance. Canny and Lin do

not address the issues of nonsmoothness in de�ning their OPP freeways using the

distance function. Without addressing this point, constructing the OPP freeways

is not possible in higher dimensioned workspaces. Nevertheless, founded in the

basics outlined in Section 4, the results of Section 5 furnish an exact method for

determining these local maxima.

2.2. Accessibility of the Generalized Voronoi Graph

Another roadmap method is the hierarchical generalized Voronoi graph (HGVG)

which is based on the generalized Voronoi graph (GVG). The GVG edges are the

locus of points equidistant tom obstacles inm dimensions such that them obstacles

are the closest obstacles 6. In the planar case (m = 2), the GVG reduces to the

generalized Voronoi diagram 5.
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Recall that accessibility is the property that a path can be constructed from

any point in the free space to a point on the GVG. This is achieved by a cascading

sequence of gradient ascent operations of the distance function. First, the robot

increases its distance from the nearest obstacle until it is equidistant to two ob-

stacles. Then, maintaining double equidistance, the robot increases distance until

it is equidistant to three obstacles. This procedure is repeated until the robot is

equidistant tom obstacles. Based on the results of Section 4, Section 6.2 guarantees

the accessibility path reaches the GVG from any point in the freespace.

2.3. Incremental Construction of Roadmaps

A sensor based implementation of a roadmap method requires an incremental

construction procedure that enables the robot to simultaneously move through the

environment and build the roadmap. A key feature of the GVG is that it can be
incrementally constructed using line of sight distance information 7, but the OPP

method does not have such a method. This paper shows how the OPP method can

use the GVG construction procedure to generate its edges.

The GVG edges are traced in an incremental manner using an adaptation of

numerical continuation techniques 11. Practically speaking, these techniques trace

the roots of an expression G(x) = 0. Since the Jacobian of G is surjective 7, the

implicit function theorem asserts that the roots of G locally de�ne a GVG edge.

A robot can locally construct a GVG edge by numerically tracing the roots of this

function.

The GVG is de�ned in terms of smooth functions, wheras the OPP is not.

The curve tracing techniques for smooth functions is adapted to trace the extrema

of nonsmooth functions. Using new results in nonsmooth analysis and some new

results in convex analysis, it can be shown that the OPP freeways are a subset of

the GVG. This is useful because the OPP can now be generated using the GVG

edge tracing technique. That is, the same G matrix can generate the OPP freeways

(Section 6.1)

3. Distance Function

A function that encodes the distance between a robot and nearby obstacles is

key to many motion planning algorithms, such as those mentioned in the previous

section. The purpose of this section is to demonstrate the distance function is

nonsmooth and is of the form F (x) = mini fi(x), where F (x) is nonsmooth and

each fi(x) is convex.

Assume the robot can be modeled as a point (as it is in con�guration spaces)

and this point robot is operating in a subset, termed the work space (W), of

an m-dimensional Euclidean space. The work space W is populated by obsta-

cles C1; : : : ; Cn which are closed convex subsets of W . Non-convex obstacles are

modeled as the union of convex shapes. It is assumed that W is bounded by is

a collection of convex sets, which are members of the obstacle set fCig. Finally,

the freespace, FS is the portion of the workspace not occupied by obstacles, i.e.,
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Figure 2: Distance between x and Ci is the distance to the closest point on Ci. The
gradient is a unit vector pointing away from the nearest point.

FS =Wn
S

iCi.

The following are the key distance function de�nitions:

� single object distance function (Figure 2)

di(x) = min
c2Ci

kx� ck;

� single object distance function gradient (Figure 2)

rdi(x) =
x� c0

kx� c0k
; (1)

for c0 = argminc2Ci kx� ck,

� multi-object distance function (also termed the distance function)

D(x) = min
i
di(x):

3.1. Nonsmooth Distance Function

The distance function is nonsmooth. This section motivates this claim by con-

sidering the distance function constrained to a slice, which is relevant to the OPP

method. A slice is de�ned as follows. Let � : W ! R be a smooth function which

foliatesW, i.e.,
S
�2R fx : �(x) = �g =W. A slice Y is the pre-image of � under �.

For now, assume that a slice is a hyperplane which is de�ned by the pre-image

of a scalar under � : Rm ! R where �(x) = x1. So, �(x) is the �rst coordinate

of x. In this case, we can decompose the physical space coordinates x into \slice

coordinates" y and the \sweep coordinate" �: x = [�; y]T .

The single object distance function constrained to a slice is the distance between

a point that is in a slice � and a set Ci, i.e.,

~di(y;�) = di(x) where �(x) = � and y 2 ��1(�): (2)
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Figure 3: Distance function plotted along a horizontal slice.

Figure 4: Distance function plotted along a vertical slice. The vertical line is the
slice and the graph of the distance is vertically plotted along the slice.

Hereafter, ~di is shorthand for ~di(y;�). See Figure 3 for an example of the

distance function plotted along a slice. At each slice point, ~di is computed to the

closest point of the obstacle.

Typically, a robot's environment is populated with multiple obstacles, and thus

we de�ne a distance function for multiple obstacles. Therefore, there is a multi-

object distance function constrained to a slice, which measures the distance between

a point in a slice � and the closest obstacle to that point, i.e.,

~D(y;�) = min
i

~di(y;�): (3)

Note that ~D is not necessarily smooth (at the local maxima), as can be seen in

Figures 4 and 5 where ~D is plotted along a vertical and diagonal slice, respectively.

3.2. Convexity Properties of the Single Object Distance Function

Clarke shows that di is Lipschitz, i.e., jdi(x) � di(y)j � kx � yk (and thus is
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Slice

Obstacle Free Space
Figure 5: Distance function plotted along a diagonal slice. The diagonal line is the
slice and the graph of the distance is diagonally plotted along the slice.

continuous) 8. He also shows that di is convex, but a slightly di�erent proof is

included below.

Proposition 1 If Ci is a convex set, the single object distance function di is a

convex function.

Proof. Let x; y 2 FS and � 2 [0; 1] be given. Pick cx and cy in Ci such that

kcx � xk = di(x); kcy � yk = di(y);

and now chose c 2 Ci as c = �cx + (1 � �)cy. which must be in Ci because the

obstacles are convex. For the same �, chose z = �x+(1��)y and pick cz such that

di(z) = kcz � zk. Without loss of generality, assume z 62 Ci, Now, we have

di(�x+ (1� �)y) = kcz � �x � (1� �)yk (de�nition of di)
� kc� �x� (1� �)yk (de�nition of di)
= k�cx + (1� �)cy � �x� (1� �)yk (c = �cx + (1� �)cy)
� k�cx � �xk+ k(1� �)cy � (1� �)yk (triangle inequality)
= �kcx � xk+ (1� �)kcy � yk
� �di(x) + (1� �)di(y)

2

Since di is convex, the nonsmooth function D(x) = mini di(x) is of the form

F (x) = mini fi(x), the class of functions considered in this paper.

4. Review of Nonsmooth Analysis

Several useful functions are nonsmooth at many points of interest and thus

do not have a conventional derivative at these points. However, one can build a

calculus for such nonsmooth functions from a less restrictive class of assumptions

than smoothness: Lipschitzness, and convexity. We review here some essential

results from nonsmooth analysis 8 and develop a few new useful results.

Recall that a function h is Lipschitz at x if for all x and y in a neighborhood

of x, jh(x) � h(y)j � Kkx � yk, where K is a positive scalar. Lipschitzness is a
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more restrictive property on functions than continuity, i.e., all Lipschitz functions

are continuous. However, all Lipschitz functions are not guaranteed to be smooth.

In such cases, they possess a generalized gradient 8, i.e.,

De�nition 2 (Generalized Gradient) In a �nite dimensional space, the gen-

eralized gradient of a Lipschitz function h at a point x is denoted by @h(x) and

given by:

@h(x) = Cof lim
xi!x

rh(xi) : xi 62 S; xi 62 
hg;

where 
h is the set of points where h fails to be di�erentiable, S is any set of measure
zero, and Co means convex hull.

Note that if h is smooth at x, then @h(x) reduces to the conventional gradient.

The use of the @ can be confusing because it can also mean \boundary" when it

precedes a variable that represents a set. See the Appendix for the formal de�nition

of the convex hull, which appears in the de�nition of the generalized gradient.

It can be seen that the scalar multiple of the generalized gradient is the gen-

eralized gradient of the scalar multiple 8, i.e., @h(sx) = s@h(x) for a scalar s. In

particular, note that @(�h) = �@(h).

The maximum of a set of Lipschitz functions is also a Lipschitz function, i.e.,

H(x) = maxifhi(x)g is Lipschitz when all of the hi(x) mappings are Lipschitz 8.

Therefore, H(x) has a generalized gradient. In fact, if each hi is convex, the gener-

alized gradient of H is

@H(x) = Cof@hi(x) : i 2 I(x)g;

where I(x) is the set of indices where hi(x) = H(x).

Using the de�nitions and propositions outlined in this section, consider the gen-

eralized gradient of F (x) = mini fi(x) where each fi is convex.

Proposition 2 (Pointwise Minima) For a set of convex functions fi(x), the

function

F (x) = min
i=1;:::;n

(fi(x)) (4)

has a generalized gradient given by

@F (x) = Cof@fi(x) : i 2 I(x)g; (5)

where I(x) is the set of indices for which fi(x) = F (x), i.e., where fi(x) attains the

minimum over all i 2 I(x).

Proof. Note that mini=1;:::;n fi(x) = �maxi=1;:::;n(�fi(x)) and thus this proof

is a simple consequence of Proposition A.1 and �@(fi(x)) = @(�fi(x)).

@F (x) = �Cof@(�fi(x)) : i 2 I(x)g
= �Cof�@(fi(x)) : i 2 I(x)g
= Cof@fi(x) : i 2 I(x)g:

2
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5. Extrema of Nonsmooth Functions

From calculus, if x is an extrema of a smooth function, then the smooth func-

tion's derivative is zero at x. Clarke shows the nonsmooth analog of this statement 8:
if H attains a local extrema at x, then 0 2 @H(x). (Note that 0 refers to the origin

of the tangent space at x 2 Rm.) The converse of this statement, on the other hand,

is not always true.

This section derives a converse statement for functions of the form F (x) =

mini fi(x). As the following results point out, it is possible to determine extrema

from �rst derivative information. In fact, the results also classify which types of

extrema (i.e., maxima, minima, saddle points) are determined, also from �rst order

information. This result bypasses the need to use the Hessian, or other curvature

conditions, which classify the extremal points of smooth functions.

Proposition 3 Let F : Rm ! R be a mapping where F (x) = mini fi(x) and each

fi is a smooth convex function. For x� 2 Rm, let 0 be the origin of the tangent

space Tx�Rm. If 0 2 int(@F (x�)) then x� is a local maximum.

Proof. This proof relies on the following lemma whose proof appears in the

Appendix.

Lemma A.5 The origin is contained in the interior of the convex hull of a set of

n arbitrary vectors fvi 2 Rm : i = 1; : : : ; ng if and only if there exists a vi such that

for all w 2 Rm, hw; vii > 0.

For each direction w, by LemmaA.5, there exists an i for which hw;�rfi(x
�)i >

0 because 0 2 Cofrfi(x
�)g. In other words, there exists an i for which fi decreases

in the direction of w in a neighborhood of x�. Since this is true for all w, there

is always an fi that decreases in any direction w. Therefore, there exists a � > 0

where for all � > � > 0,

fi(x+ �w) < fi(x
�) = F (x�):

By de�nition, F (x� + �w) � fi(x� + �w), thus

F (x� + �w) < F (x�) 8w;

which implies that F (x�) is a local maxima. 2

Figures 6 and 7 demonstrate the generalized gradient concept for the distance

function. The conditions for saddle points are similar and can be proven in a

similar fashion.

Proposition 4 At a saddle point, F is nonsmooth, and the origin is contained in

the boundary of @F (x�).

Finally, for local minima, we have

Proposition 5 At a local minimum of F , 0 = @F (x�).

Proof. At a local minimum, there must be one unique i for which F (x) = fi(x).

In this case, the generalized gradient reduces to the conventional gradient. At a

local minimum, this gradient vanishes. 2

6. Applications to Motion Planning
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rd1(x)

rd2(x)

x
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Figure 6: Generalized gradient. Note how the origin is not contained in the interior
of the generalized gradient and thus x is not a local maximum. Note that the point
x is equidistant to two obstacles.

Convex Hull

C1

C2

C3

rd1(x)

rd2(x)

rd3(x)

x

Figure 7: Generalized gradient. Note how the origin is contained in the interior of
the generalized gradient and thus x is a local maximum. Note that the point x is
equidistant to three obstacles.
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This section now applies the results of the previous section and the Appendix

to the motion planning problems introduced in Section 2.

6.1. Opportunistic Path Planner

Recall that the OPP freeways are the local maxima of distance constrained to

a slice, i.e., the set of points x� = [��; y�T ]T where D(y�;��) has its maximum on

a slice (and not necessarily in the ambient space). For the OPP method, the slice

Y is a co-dimension one space that is isometric to Rm�1, i.e., it is a hyperplane.

This section derives the local maxima for F = minfi(x) but restricted to a slice

parameterized by �, i.e.,

~fi(y;�) = fi(x) where �(x) = � and y 2 ��1(�): (6)

With this de�nition in hand, consider the following function:

~F (y;�) = min
i

~fi(y;�): (7)

The generalized gradient of F restricted to a slice is described by the following

proposition. For the following proposition, note that �Y orthogonally projects vec-

tors onto the Y subspace and @Y represents partial di�erentiation with respect to

all variables in the Y subspace.

Proposition 6 The orthogonal projection of @F (x) onto the Y subspace is equal

to the partial gradient of ~F (y) with respect to Y . In other words,

�Y (@F (x)) = @Y ~F (y;�):

Proof. First recall that for smooth functions that the partial derivative is equal

to projection of the full derivative, i.e.,

rX1
f(x1; x2) = �X1

(rf(x1; x2)) ;

where f : X1 �X2 ! R is a di�erentiable function. If there is a unique i for which

F (x) = fi(x), then F (x) is smooth at x, and the proposition is proved. If there is

not a unique i, by Proposition 2,

@F (x) =
X

i2I(x)

�irdi(x) such that
X

i2I(x)

�i = 1 and �i > 0

Now project this generalized gradient onto the Y coordinates:

�Y (@F (x)) = �Y

�P
i2I(x) �irfi(x)

�
=
P

i2I(x) �Y (�irfi(x))

=
P

i2I(x) �i�Yrfi(x)

=
P

i2I(x) �irY ( ~fi(y;�))

= @Y ~F (y):
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Projected

Figure 8: Generalized gradient. Note that the origin is contained in the interior of
the projected generalized gradient and thus x is a local maximum.

C1

C2

rd1(x)

rd2(x)
x

Convex Hull

Convex Hull
Projected

Slice

Figure 9: Saddle point because 0 is contained in the boundary of �Y @D(x).

2

Propositions 2,3, and 6 assert the following corollary, which yields the �rst

derivative test for nonsmooth functions constrained to a slice, thereby allowing

the de�nition of the OPP freeways.

Corollary 1 Let x� = (�; y�), Y = ��1(�), and TY R
m�1 = �yTx�R

m be a co-

dimension one slice (isometric to Rm�1).

0 2 int(Co(frY
~fi(y

�;�)g)) () 0 2 @Y ~F (y�;�);

and if 0 2 int(Co(fr ~fi(y
�;�)g)), then y� is a local maxima of ~F on the co-dimension

slice.

A similar result applies to saddle points and minima constrained to a slice. Since
~D is member of the class of functions ~F , Corollary 1 supplies the local maxima of

the distance function constrained to a slice and Figures 8, 9, and 10 demonstrate

these concepts.

Finally, it is interesting to note the following proposition whose proof is omitted

due to space limitations
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x
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Figure 10: Local minimum because 0 = �Y @D(x).

Proposition 7 If x 2 Rm is a local maximum of F in the ambient space, then x

is a local maximum of F in all slices which pass through x.

6.2. Accessibility of the Generalized Voronoi Graph

Recall that the GVG is the locus of points equidistant to m obstacles in m

dimensions such the m obstacles are the closest obstacles, i.e.,

fx 2 FS : 0 � di1(x) = � � � = dim(x) � dh(x) 8hg:

Accessibility is the property that a path can be constructed from any point in

the free space to a point on the GVG. A sequence of gradient ascent operations

achieves accessibility for the GVG. The following proposition supplies an argument

that describes a path from any point in the freespace to a GVG edge.

Proposition 8 In a bounded environment, the GVG has the property of accessibil-

ity.

Proof. We demonstrate that a robot can access the GVG by following a path

that is constructed using gradient ascent on the multi-object distance functionD(x),

which is the distance to the nearest object from x. It has already been shown that
D is nonsmooth and thus exhibits a generalized gradient. Furthermore, it is shown

in Section 5 that if 0 2 int(@D(x)), where 0 is the origin of the tangent space at

x, then x is a local maxima of D. Using this result and the following two lemmas

whose proofs appear in the appendix, we can conclude that if x is a local maxima

of D, then the point x is equidistant to m+ 1 obstacles.

Lemma A.2 [Goldman and Tucker] It requires a minimum of (m+1) vectors

to positively span Rm.

Lemma A.4 Given a set of n arbitrary vectors in Rm, then 0 2 int(Cofvi 2

R
m : i = 1; : : : ; ng) if and only if fvi 2 Rm : i = 1; : : : ; ng positively span Rm.

The results of Scheimber and Olivera 12 state that the second derivative of D,

termed a generalized Hessian, is always positive or contains only positive values.

In a sense, the graph of the function D is always \concave up." Therefore, the

generalized gradient of D only vanishes at a local minima. Assume the robot does

not start at a local minima, which is reasonable because since we are performing
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a gradient ascent operation, the local minima are unstable extrema points. That

is, if the robot were slightly perturbed from a local minima, it will escape. Since

the local minima occur on a set of measure zero, they can be practically ignored.

Therefore, gradient ascent of the multi-object distance function will bring the robot

to a local maxima of D, which is a point equidistant to m+1 obstacles and thereby

is a point on the GVG. (Note that when @D is a set, the vector with the smallest

norm in @D is chosen as the gradient 12.) 2

6.3. Incremental Construction of the OPP (OPP Freeways are a Subset of the
GVG)

The OPP roadmapdoes not have an incremental construction procedure, whereas

the GVG does. The GVG edges are traced in an incremental manner using an adap-

tation of numerical continuation techniques 11. Let x be the coordinates of a point
on a GVG edge. At x 2 R

m, assign a local coordinate system (y; �) such that

� points along the tangent of the GVG edge and the y coordinates spans Y , the

hyperplane orthogonal to the GVG edge. Let Y be termed the \normal plane."

Assume the robot starts at a point x on the GVG (i.e., assume it just accessed

the GVG). Numerical techniques trace the roots of an expression G(y; �) = 0 as the

parameter � varies, where

G(y; �) =

2
64 d1(y; �) � d2(y; �)

...
d1(y; �)� dm(y; �)

3
75 (8)

where di is the single object distance function to the m closest obstacles. Since G

is a function of distance, it can be computed from sensor readings.

Note that the function G(y; �) assumes a zero value only on the GVG. Hence,

if the Jacobian of G is surjective 7, then the implicit function theorem implies that

the roots of G(y; �) locally de�ne a GVG edge as � is varied. A robot can locally

construct a GVG edge by numerically tracing the roots of this function.

Fortunately, the OPP approach can borrow the GVG incremental construction

procedure for sensor based implementation of OPP. Using the new results derived

in this paper for nonsmooth analysis and convex analysis, it is shown below that

the OPP freeways are a subset of the GVG. This is useful because the OPP can now

be generated using the GVG edge tracing technique. That is, the same G function

can generate the OPP freeways.

Proposition 9 The freeways of the OPP method are a subset of the GVG edges.

Proof. Proposition 3 states that at a point x 2 Rm, if zero is in the interior of the

generalized gradient of the multi-object distance function, D, then D attains a local

maximum at x. Furthermore Corollary 1 asserts that if zero is in the projection of

the interior of the generalized gradient, then D, constrained to the slice, attains a

local maximum at x. That is, for x� = (��; y�T )T 2 Rm, if 0 2 int(@YD(y�;�)) =

int(�Y @D(y�;�)), then y� is a local maximum on a slice.
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Cj

D
istan
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Slice

Slice

Figure 11: The local maxima of the multi-object distance function occurs only at
equidistance. The two circles both correspond to the same point. The dashed circle
surrounds the point, equidistant to objects Ci and Cj . The solid circle surrounds
the point on the slice where distance is maximized, as depicted by the graph of the
distance function in the left-hand side.

In the OPP method, the freeways are the trace of local maxima of the multi-

object distance function constrainted to a slice. Proposition 3 indicates that for all
points on the freeway, the origin must be in the generalized gradient of the multi-

object distance function, @D, constrained to a slice. Recall that x is equidistant

to h obstacles, if and only if the generalized gradient of D is the convex hull of h

single object distance gradient vectors.

By Lemma A.4, the origin is in the convex hull of a collection of vectors if

and only if those vectors positively span the space. Therefore, by Lemma A.4 and

Proposition 3, if x is a local maximum of D, constrained to a slice, then the single

object distance gradient vectors positively span TxR
m�1 which is di�eomorphic to

R
m�1. Lemma A.2 guarantees that the generalized gradient of D is the convex hull

of at least m gradient vectors. Therefore, x is equidistant to at least m obstacles

at a local maxima of D.

When x is a local maxima of D, not only is it equidistant to m objects, but by

de�nition of D, the point x is closer to these m objects than to any other object.

Thus, the OPP freeway segments are a subset of the GVG edges. 2

Figure 11 depicts the correspondence between local maxima of D and equidis-

tance of points in the GVG to nearby obstacles.

However, it also needs to be shown that the Jacobian of G is invertible for the

numerical procedures to work. The following proposition guarantees that rG is

invertible in a neighborhood of the OPP freeway.

Proposition 10 In a neighborhood of a point x on a freeway, rYG(x) is invertible.

Proof. It will be shown that rG is invertible on a freeway, and then by continuity
of the distance function and the determinant function, rG(x) is invertible in a

neighborhood of the OPP freeways. This proof relies on the following lemma whose

proof appears in the Appendix.
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Lemma A.6 If fv1; : : : ; vmg postively span Rm�1, then fv1�v2; v1�v3; : : : ; v1�

vmg span Rm�1.

Lemma 1 At a point x on a freeway, rYG(x) is invertible.

Proof. Let x = (�; yT )T be the coordinates where the y coordinates span the

hyperplane, Y , orthogonal to the sweep direction and � corresponds to the sweep

direction. Proposition 3 states that if 0 2 int(@YD(y;�)) = int(�Y @D(y;�)), then

y is a local maximum. Therefore, if x = (�; yT )T is a point on a freeway, then

0 2 CofrY d1; : : : ;rY dmg.

By Lemma A.4, 0 2 CofrY d1; : : : ;rY dmg if and only if the vectors

frY d1; : : : ;rY dmg positively span the slice. Therefore, at a local maxima (i.e., a

point on a freeway), frY d1; : : : ;rY dmg positively span the slice.

Finally, by Lemma A.6, since frY d1; : : : ;rY dmg positively span the slice,

frY d1 � rY d2;rY d1 � rY d3; : : : ;rY d1 � rdmg span the slice. That is, they

are linearly independent.

Therefore,

rYG(y; �) =

2
6664
(rY d1(y; �)�rY d2(y; �))T

(rY d1(y; �)�rY d3(y; �))T

...
(rY d1(y; �)�rY dm(y; �))T

3
7775

is invertible. 5

Since the determinant function and distance function are continuous, there exists

a neighborhood about the OPP freeways for which rYG is invertible. 2

Since the OPP is a subset of the GVG and the Jacobian of G is invertible near

the OPP freeways, the same continuation method that generates the GVG also

incrementally constructs the OPP roadmap.

7. Conclusion

A bulk of this paper is devoted to nonsmooth analysis of a class of functions

F (x) = mini fi(x) where fi(x) is a smooth convex function. Using only �rst order

information, a methodological approach was developed to determine local maxima,

local minima, and local saddle points of this class of nonsmooth functions. Since

motion planning originally motivated this work, the distance function, which pro-

vides the basis of many motion planners, was rigorously analyzed.

The results of this paper were applied to Canny and Lin's OPP method which

generates a roadmap by looking at local maxima of the distance function D, which

is a nonmsooth function. The nonsmooth analysis gives a condition for when D is

locally maximized. Further analysis, which exploits the nonsmooth properties of

D, provided an incremental construction procedure for tracing out the edges of the

OPP roadmap. This incremental construction procedure allows for the generation

of OPP roadmap edges (and GVG edges) in an arbitrary m-dimensional space.

The nonsmooth analysis of D was also applied to Choset and Burdick's generalized

Voronoi graph to prove the accessibility criterion.
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Although this paper's applications focused on the nonsmooth analysis of D as

it applies to Canny and Lin's Opportunistic Path Planner and Choset and Bur-

dick's generalized Voronoi graph, the analysis of D applies to all motion planning

algorithms, such as potential functions that use distance in its algorithms. Further,

this analysis is good for sensor based planning because many sensor based planners

use distance information because sensors readily provide such information. The

nonsmooth and convex analysis results are not limited to motion planning.

Finally, many of the nonsmooth analysis results here depend upon some results

in convex analysis which are listed and proven in the appendix. Some of the lemmas

in the appendix have been only partially proven in previous literature.
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Appendix A: Convex Analysis

Convex analysis 9 is the study of functions that are convex. It has been widely

used in robotic grasping 13. Two of the following results have been stated without

proof 13;14. Although the results of this section support this work in nonsmooth

analysis, these results are independent of it.

De�nition A.1 (Convex Function) The function f : Rm ! R is convex if for

all xi; i = 1; : : : ; n,
Pn

i=1 �i = 1, and 0 � �i � 1,

f

 
nX
i=1

�ixi

!
�

nX
i=1

�if(xi):

De�nition A.2 (Convex Hull) The convex hull of the set of vectors fvi : i =

1; : : : ; ng is

Cofvi : i = 1; : : : ; ng =

(
nX
i=1

�ivi : �i 2 R such that �i > 0 8i and
nX
i=1

�i = 1

)
:

Proposition A.1 The negated convex hull of a set of vectors is the convex hull of

the negated vectors, i.e.,

�Cofx1; : : : ; xng = Cof�x1; : : : ;�xng: (A.1)

Proof.
�Co

�
x1; :::; xn

	
= �f

Pn

i=1 �ixig
= f
Pn

i=1��ixig
= f
Pn

i=1 �i(�xi)g
= Co

�
� x1; � � � ;�xn

	
2

The following lemmas will show that there is a relationship between vectors

which span a space, positively span a space, and whose convex hull contains the

origin of a space. This section enumerates some lemmas that were only partially

proven in the past.

Lemma A.1 (Nguyen and Goldman & Tucker) In an m-dimensional vector
space, a set of vectors fvi 2 Rm : i = 1; : : : ; ng has at least m+1 vectors fvi 2 Rm :

i = 1; : : : ;m + 1g which positively span Rm if and only if

1. m of the m+ 1 vectors are linearly independent, and

2. a strictly positive sum of the m+1 vectors is the zero vector, i.e.,
Pi=m+1

i=1 aivi =

0 where ai > 0 for all i.
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The above Lemma is stated without proof in prior work 14 and the proof of the

converse also appears in prior literature 9.

Proof. Assume without loss of generality that n = m + 1. First, assume that

the vectors fvi 2 Rm : i = 1; : : : ;m+ 1g positively span Rm, which asserts that for

all w 2 Rm,

w =
m+1X
i=1

aivi

where ai > 0. This implies that for 0, there exists a positive set of integers bi, such

that

0 =
m+1X
i=1

bivi:

Let ci =
am+1

bm+1
bi. Therefore, 0 =

Pm+1
i=1 civi; and thus

w � 0 =
m+1X
i=1

(ai � ci)vi =
mX
i=1

divi:

Note that dm+1 = 0 because am+1 � cm+1 = am+1 �
am+1

bm+1
bm+1 = 0. Since we can

represent any arbitrary w 2 Rm with fvi : i = 1; : : : ;mg, m of the original vectors

spans Rm.

The converse follows similarly. The vectors fvi : i = 1; : : : ;mg span Rm if and

only if they span Rm translated by vm+1, which is in turn Rm. Therefore, for all

w 2 Rm,

w =
mX
i=1

divi + vm+1:

Also, note that there exists a set of positive integers, ci, such that 0 =
Pm+1

i=1 civi.

Let bi =
(1+�)jmini dij

min ci
ci, for a small � > 0. Hence, 0 =

Pm+1
i=1 bivi. From this, we

have

w + 0 =
mX
i=1

(di + bi)vi + (1 + bm+1)vm+1:

Let ai = di + bi for i = 1; : : : ;m. It can be seen that ai > 0 because

di + bi = di +
(1+�)jmini dij

mini ci
ci

= di +
(1+�)ci
min ci

jmini dij
� di + (1 + �)jmini dij
> 0:

Finally, let am+1 = 1 + bm+1 which is always positive. Since any w can be written

as the positive sum of fvi : i = 1; : : : ;m+ 1g, they positively span Rm+1. 2

Lemma A.2 (Goldman and Tucker) It requires a minimum of (m+ 1) vectors

to positively span Rm.

Proof. Assume that the vectors fv1; : : : ; vmg span Rm (a minimum of m

vectors is required to span Rm). For all w 2 Rm, w =
Pm

i=1 aivi where ai 2 R.
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De�ne the vector, vm+1, which is the negated sum of the other vi: vm+1 = �v1 �

v2 � � � � � vm. Let � = (maxi jaij) + � where � > 0. Then the following holds for all

w 2 Rm,

w =
Pm

i=1 aivi
=
Pm

i=1(ai + �)vi + �vm+1

=
Pm+1

i=1 bivi:

(A.2)

where for i = 1; : : : ;m, bi = ai + � and bm+1 = �. Since � > 0 and � > jaij for all

i, all the bi's are positive. Therefore, m+ 1 vectors may positively span Rm.

Now, it needs to be shown that a minimum of m + 1 vectors are required to

positively span Rm. Recall vm+1 = �v1�v2�� � ��vm. Clearly, vm+1 is an element

of Rm and it is not positively spanned by the other m vectors fv1; : : : ; vmg. 2

Lemma A.3 (Messner) A set of n arbitrary vectors fvi 2 R
m : i = 1; : : : ; ng

positively spans Rm if and only if there exists a vi such that for all w 2 R
m,

hw; vii > 0.

Proof. First consider the \only if" by assuming that fvig positively span a

space. Let w =
Pn

i=1 �ivi be a nonzero vector with �i > 0.

0 < hw;wi
= h
Pn

i=1 �ivi; wi
=
Pn

i=1h�ivi; wi:
(A.3)

This implies that there exists an i where h�ivi; wi > 0 and since �i > 0, we can

conclude that hvi; wi > 0 for at least one i.

Now consider the \if" by assuming that for all w 2 Rm, there exits an i such

that hvi; wi > 0. The approach to this proof is to make successive approximations

of w by adding positive multiples of the vectors in fvig. Without loss of generality,

assume kvik = 1 for all i.
De�ne for use later

� = inf
kyk=1

max
i
hy; vii < 1:

Note that since the unit ball is compact and maxihy; vii is a continuous function,

the in�mum is achieved over kyk = 1 for a speci�c ymin. Therefore, � > 0.

Now, we will de�ne the some sequences fwkg, fekg, fMkg, flkg and fjkg for

j = 1; : : : ; n. Let

w0 = 0 e0 = w: (A.4)

Also let Mk and lk be be de�ned such that

Mk = max
j
hek; vji (A.5)

and lk is the smallest integer l such that hek; vli = Mk. Note that Mk > 0. Now

de�ne
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jk =
m=kX

lm=j;m=0

Mm (A.6)

Note that fjkg is a non decreasing sequence since Mm > 0. Now de�ne

ek+1 = ek �Mkvlk (A.7)

Now, after substituting in for the recursive de�nition of ek, we get

ek+1 = w �
Pk

m=0Mmvlm

= w �
Pn

j=1

�Pm=k
lm=j;m=0Mm

�
vj

= w �
Pn

j=1 jkvj

(A.8)

De�ne

wk+1 =
nX

j=1

jkvj (A.9)

Thus, by de�nitions of fekg and fjkg, ek = w �wk.

Now, examine the properties of these sequences. The goal is to show that ek !

0 as k ! 1 implying that wk ! w and jk ! �j as k ! 1 and therefore,

w =
Pn

j=1 �jvj where �j � 0.

First, note that by the properties of inner products

hek; vii = kekkh
ek

kekk
; vii � kekk; (A.10)

because kvik = 1. Therefore by de�nition, Mk � kekk.

Also, note that since � is the in�mum,

Mk = max
j
hek; vji = max

j
kekkh

ek

kekk
; vji � �kekk (A.11)

Now, examine ek+1

kek+1k2 = hek+1; ek+1i
= hek �Mkvlk ; ek �Mkvlki
= hek; eki � 2Mk hek; vlki| {z }

Mk

+ hvlk ; vlk i| {z }
1

M2
k

= kekk
2 �M2

k

� kekk2 � �2kekk2

= (1� �2)kekk2

(A.12)

Therefore, kekk � (1��2)
k

2 ke0k, and thus limk!1 ek = 0. Likewise, limk!1wk =

w.
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Now, consider the coe�cients. Recall that Mk � kekk � (1� �2)
k

2 ke0k.

jk =
Pm=k

lm=j;m=0Mm

�
Pm=k

lm=j;m=0 kemk

�
Pm=k

m=0 kemk

�
Pk

m=0(1� �2)
m

2 ke0k
� ke0k

P1
lm=0(1� �2)

m

2

= ke0k
1

1�(1��2)
1
2

(A.13)

Since fjkg is a non-negative non-decreasing sequence that is bounded above, it

has a limit �j � 0.

Therefore,

w = limk!1wk

= limk!1

Pn

j=1 jkvj
=
Pn

j=1 �jvj

(A.14)

Since w is arbitrary, fvig positively span Rm. 2

Lemma A.4 Given a set of n arbitrary vectors in Rm, then 0 2 int(Cofvi 2 Rm :

i = 1; : : : ; ng) if and only if fvi 2 Rm : i = 1; : : : ; ng positively span Rm.

Proof. Assume that 0 2 int(Cofvi 2 Rm : i = 1; : : : ; ng). Let w 2 Rm and

chose a positive s 2 R such that ws = sw 2 nbhd(0) � int(Cofvig). Therefore,

ws =
X
i

�bivi where �bi > 0 and
P

i
�bi < 1.

Let bi =
�bi
s
. Therefore,

w =
X
i

bivi where bi > 0;

and thus since w is arbitrary, fvig positively span Rm.
Let w 2 Rm be written as

w =
X
i

aivi

where ai 2 R. Note that some ai's can be zero.

Assume that fvi 2 Rm : i = 1; : : : ; ng positively span Rm. By Lemma A.1,

there exists a set of fbi 2 Rg such that

0 =
X
i

bivi where bi > 0.

Now, let b =
P

bi and �bi = bi
b+� where � is a small number greater than zero.

Therefore, we have

0 =
X
i

�bivi where bi > 0 and
P

i
�bi < 1:

Therefore, 0 is in the interior of the convex hull of fvig. 2

And as a simple consequence of Lemmas A.3 and A.4, we have
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Lemma A.5 The origin is contained in the interior of the convex hull of a set of

n arbitrary vectors fvi 2 Rm : i = 1; : : : ; ng if and only if there exists a vi such that

for all w 2 Rm, hw; vii > 0.

Lemma A.6 If fv1; : : : ; vmg postively span Rm�1, then fv1 � v2; v1 � v3; : : : ; v1 �

vmg span Rm�1.

Proof. Since fv1; : : : ; vmg postively span Rm�1, there exists a set of nonzero

fai 2 Rg such that 0 =
Pm

i=1 aivi (Lemma A.1). In fact, by Lemma A.1, we can

write one of the vectors as a linear combination of the others. Without loss of

generality, v1 = �
Pm

i=2
ai
a1
vi. For i > 2, let bi =

ai
a1
. So, v1 = �

Pm

i=2 bivi.

Pm

i=2 ci(vi � v1) = 0 ()
Pm

i=2 civi �
Pm

i=2 civ1 = 0
()

Pm

i=2 civi � v1
Pm

i=2 ci = 0
()

Pm

i=2 civi + (
Pm

i=2 bivi) (
Pm

i=2 ci) = 0
()

Pm

i=2 (ci + (
Pm

i=2 ci) bi)vi = 0
() ((

Pm

i=2 ci) (1 + (
Pm

i=2 bi))) vi = 0
()

Pm

i=2 ci = 0 or
Pm

i=2 bi = �1

(A.15)

Pm

i=2 bi = �1 cannot be true because 8i, bi > 0, Since by Lemma A.1 the set

fv2; : : : vmg spans Rm�1,
Pm

i=2 civi = 0 if and only if ci = 0 for all i. Therefore,Pm

i=2 ci(vi � v1) = 0 if and only if ci = 0 for all i and thus fvi � v1 : i = 2; : : : ;mg

are linearly independent. These m� 1 linearly independent vectors span Rm�1. 2
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